BROWN MURDERED BY ROUGHS

CLOSE FRIEND OF EX-SHERIFF ADVANCES NEW THEORY IN CASE

DOGS LOSE THE TRAIL

Foller swept to Lumber Yard Near Depot—Three Men in Plot—Dissguised as Negroes, One of Them Kept Watch.

NEUHAUSEN NOTIFIED BROWN WAS "IN THE SHADOW"

Then Sheriff K. Brown was awash of his life while in Portland last week. Through F. Neuhausen, special reporter of the theater department and a warm personal friend of Brown, saw the Portland man on a lift, around one morning last week and spoke to him.

"I noticed a peculiar twitching of Brown's eye, said Mr. Neuhausen, and reminded about it. Brown laughed and said he would possibly explain it himself. He had strained while laying a heavy weight of their work. He was drained of his usual self, for he was frequently under shadow and was momentarily expecting to be attacked.

MURDERED MAN'S DYING STATEMENT IN FULL

Ethel Levey Marries Stage Hero Eadeson

Hopgrowers Raise Fund: Will Sue S. P.

Charters May Be Vacated